
We Share Abundance 777 Plan 

This is a single payment plan with a minimum guarantee of doubling your money in 6 months.; although we 

expect you to do much better than the guarantee. 

There are 5 levels that you can start with and the top (Level 7) is a one-time $635 with a guarantee of $1,270 

after 6 months although the projected likely income at that point in time will be well in excess of $3,000. 

The other 4 starting levels are as follows… 

Level 6: $315 with a $630 guarantee at 6 months 

Level 5: $155 with a $310 guarantee at 6 months 

Level 4: $75 with a $150 guarantee at 6 months 

Level 3: $35 with a $70 guarantee at 6 months 

NOTE: The guarantee is to buy your position from you after 6 months by making your withdrawals up to the 

guaranteed level, which is determined by your purchase level within the first 7 days of joining the plan. The 

guarantee applies whether you have been 100% passive or active in any capacity; ensuring that everyone who 

participates will make a profit. 

Additionally, just one sale at the same entry level as yourself pays a 100% commission, completely covering your 

purchase price, making the plan risk free. 

Starting at higher levels gives you a greater opportunity to make more money faster and to avoid losing 

commission from people who move faster than you through the levels. There are also added benefits granted to 

those who commit to higher purchases within the first 7 days of participation. 

• A Level 7 purchase, creates a Power of One Bonus of 100%, guaranteed for the first 6 months of your 

participation, plus entitlement to receive 7 gifted entries as they become available. 

• A Level 6 purchase, creates a Power of One Bonus of 50%, guaranteed for the first 6 months of your 

participation, plus entitlement to receive 6 gifted entries as they become available. 

• A Level 5 purchase, creates a Power of One Bonus of 40%, guaranteed for the first 6 months of your 

participation, plus entitlement to receive 5 gifted entries as they become available. 

• A Level 4 purchase, creates a Power of One Bonus of 30%, guaranteed for the first 6 months of your 

participation, plus entitlement to receive 4 gifted entries as they become available. 

• A Level 3 purchase, creates a Power of One Bonus of 20%, guaranteed for the first 6 months of your 

participation, plus entitlement to receive 3 gifted entries as they become available. 

The Power of One Bonus is applied to all commissions earned in all levels after the first 7 positions have been 

filled. This can potentially mean earning $508 per sale instead of $254 per sale, from position 8 onwards. 

As an affiliate you can lock in Lifetime Power of One Bonus by selling 3 plans to new members within 7 days of 

their joining the plan at the following levels… 

• 3 Level 7 plans, locks in 100% Power of One Bonus for life. 

• 3 Level 6 plans, locks in a minimum of 50% Power of One Bonus for life. 

• 3 Level 5 plans, locks in a minimum of 40% Power of One Bonus for life. 

• 3 Level 4 plans, locks in a minimum of 30% Power of One Bonus for life. 

• 3 Level 3 plans, locks in a minimum of 20% Power of One Bonus for life. 

There is no specific timeframe for completing the above sales for Lifetime Power of One Bonus, but the sooner 

you achieve the sale of 3 level 7 plans, the happier you will be. 

100% Power of One Bonus is automatically given to you for 1 month, after you have filled all of the first 7 

positions in Level one; to maintain that Bonus you will need to refer at least one new member each month who 

purchases any plan from Level 7 to Level 3 within 7 days of initial participation. 

 



Levels 1 and 2 are only available as purchases when included in Levels 3 and above and are used to power the 

system. 

Level 1 is used for gifted entries which are available to all participants, and these gifted entries drive the system. 

People joining through a gifted entry are entitled to receive a maximum of 2 gifted entries that they may allocate 

to anyone they choose. However, if they increase their participation by upgrading to Level 3 or above within 7 

days, they qualify in the same way as any paid member. A gifted member may also upgrade to just Level 2 for a 

one-time $10, greatly enhancing their probability of earning more money at a faster rate. 

Purchases are made for credits that can be used in our Shopping Mall against any purchase and are of equal 

value to the plan, so a Level 7 purchase for $635 also receives a shopping credit of $635 and so on. 

 In addition, all members are gifted a $5 advertising credit and have double their purchase value added to their 

US$ Wallet which is transferred at the end of the month to their ShareHope Wallet building a legacy of wealth for 

many generations to come. 

The commission structure is as follows… 

!00% for the first personal sale, placed in position 1. Positions 2 and 4 are passed up to your sponsor and position 

3 is retained but does not attract a commission (the commission is instead paid to a fund to grant gifted entries 

to others). Positions 5 to 7 pay out 80% and positions 8 and above, in all Levels except Level 1, pay out 40% which 

may be enhanced by the Power of One Bonus. In Level 1 positions 8 and above are treated in the same way as 

position 3 and retained but with the commission used for the gifted entry fund. 

Level 1 is also important for the ability to release all commissions earned. With just 2 of the first 4 positions filled 

in Level 1 only 50% of your commissions can be withdrawn; 3 of the first 4 positions filled allows you to withdraw 

75% and all 4 filled allows 100% withdrawals. Commissions are never forfeit and only remain locked until the 

withdrawal qualifications are met. 

All members receive at least 2 Gifted Entries which are automatically placed in the best position for the plan’s 

longevity. If position 2 is empty that will be the first position to be filled; if position 2 is filled but position 3 is 

empty that will be the position filled and so on. Gifted Entries will never be placed in position 1 which can only be 

filled by a personal referral. 

When you receive a Gifted Entry, it is not activated until a person is placed in that position, and you can add any 

loved one at no cost and provide them with an ever growing income for life – that is such a blessing for you and 

for them. It could be your mother or father, sister, brother, friend, co-worker, team mate or even your church or 

favourite charity. You choose who to bless! 

NOTE: Most plans operating a pass up system fail! They fail through greed and apathy with members either not 

referring anyone or placing “DUDS” in the pass up positions.  

In our system there are no “DUDS” because even those who do not refer anyone will pass up someone from their 

gifted entries. All people are also equal in value to you as a sponsor, as they will only pay you one commission in 

each Level and only pass up 2 people in each level. Of course, the highly active members making lots of referrals 

will make more money personally and make it much faster, but from a sponsor’s point of view will only have the 

same value as every other person. 

It's a very fair system designed to benefit everyone but favour those who are active in referring others. 

To help you understand what you have… 

• The system is like a high-powered vehicle.  

• The number of referrals you make increases the size of the engine.  

• The gifted entries are the cash for the fuel.  

• The fuel is the people introduced to the system either as paid members or through Gifted Entries. 

You have the keys – now get behind the wheel and enjoy the journey to the destination of your choice. 


